Opportunities

By: Jason Carter

A new year is upon us once again and hopefully we are all a little wiser in addition to a little older. Two things that I find increasingly true as I get older are that time does indeed seem to move faster and that I have to practice patience. When you are young, you learn to be patient while being told what to do to suit others. As I have aged I now find that being patient is resisting the urge to tell others what to do to suit others. The motivation that keeps me relatively in line is free while education is often quite the opposite. My continuing resolution is being patient enough to combine the information I’m given with the education I’m getting to become wiser each day. Undoubtedly 2016 will offer challenges and surprises to the beef business on the policy and marketing fronts, like every year, but maybe less dramatic than we’ve struggled to become accustomed to. It is difficult to imagine 20 years ago that over 24 months’ time our industry could face swings of $500+ per head in value and government rule making that could sacrifice many of the inherent liberties of private property ownership and free marketing. Appreciation of the US Dollar and drastic slowdown in the export markets for beef prompted in part and extraordinary downturn in the value of cattle in 2015 when the very opposite of these conditions supported in part the historical highs of 2014. Bad policy equally carries a great deal of water now. Our forefathers would have had a difficult time understanding how Waters of the United States and Country of Origin Labeling could be prolonged discussions in our Capitol, much less a government expecting the destruction of property rights and free markets to enforce these misguided rules. In light of these challenges, the Virginia Cattlemen’s Association will work hard in 2016 to foster the best interests of our industry. There has always been economic sustainability in marketing through consistent added value. The Tel O Auction saleholds tremendous benefit for economic sustainability. VCA has begun a VQA promotional endeavor concentrated in the Greater Tobacco Region of the state to qualify the performance predictability in program herds and use this to demonstrate to producers and cattle buyers why participation in the VQA program is beneficial. Like many good cooperative programs, VQA requires coordination locally to be successful and we hope to improve that and dispel any notions that improved marketing doesn’t translate into improved profitability in any market condition. Our January 18 – 21 producer meetings around the state will further explain this VQA initiative for the future.

On the policy front, January 2016 brings newest General Assembly Session and with it 2016 brings newest General Assembly Session and with it the prevalence of legislation on the farm. Unfortunate instances relating to animal mistreatment will potentially translate to codified animal care standards not always based in science for agricultural production to feed a growing world. VCA takes these in stride by representing the collective interests of our producers and our business. We seek to work with industry partners to underpin what is best for food animal agriculture and minimize the prevalence of legislation on our farms by demonstrating sound management extends much further than increased pounds per day. VCA looks forward to continuing to work for our membership in 2016 by facilitating added value marketing and speaking collectively for our industry’s best interest.
26th Annual
YON
FAMILY FARMS
PERFORMANCE TESTED BULL SALE
Saturday, February 20, 2016 • 11 a.m.
SELLING
180 BULLS
YON BULLS ADD VALUE
✓ Many Calving Ease Bulls with Excellent Growth
✓ Quiet Dispositions
✓ Developed on a High Roughage Ration
✓ Sound Feet and Legs

Selling
150 Angus Bulls
30 SimAngus Bulls
Select offering of 75 Females also sell!

Request a sale book today!

Kevin & Lydia Yon
Sally, Drake & Corbin Yon
PO Box 737 • Ridge Spring, SC 29129
Email: kyon@pbtcomm.net
(803)685-5048 or (803)622-8597

Preview the cattle on our website at www.yonfamilyfarms.com

Free Bull Delivery in FL, GA, SC, NC
Anywhere in Continental US with $5000 purchase
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Live, on-line bidding available through www.dvauction.com
# Virginia’s Weekly Market Reports

## November 26, 2015

### State Graded Feeder Steers, Medium and Large 1
- 400-500 lbs 168.00-217.00, mostly 192.00-217.00, average 196.13
- 500-600 lbs 130.00-207.00, mostly 170.00-207.00, average 183.47
- 600-700 lbs 126.00-185.00, mostly 160.00-185.00, average 168.25
- 700-800 lbs 109.00-163.50, mostly 147.00-163.50, average 150.23

### State Graded Feeder Heifers, Medium and Large 1
- 400-500 lbs 110.00-166.00, mostly 146.00-166.00, average 149.32
- 500-600 lbs 55.00-160.00, mostly 145.00-160.00, average 151.18
- 600-700 lbs 124.50-160.50, mostly 140.00-160.50, average 143.25
- 700-800 lbs 100.00-151.00, mostly 135.00-151.00, average 139.75

### Slaughter Cows
- Boning, 800-1200 lbs, 61.50-81.50, average 70.64
- Breakers, 1200-1600 lbs, 62.50-81.50, average 74.59

## December 10, 2015

### State Graded Feeder Steers, Medium and Large 1
- 400-500 lbs 130.00-188.50, mostly 155.00-177.00, average 170.29
- 500-600 lbs 141.00-175.00, mostly 149.00-167.50, average 159.40
- 600-700 lbs 117.50-184.00, mostly 140.00-156.00, average 155.59
- 700-800 lbs 72.00-158.00, mostly 130.00-154.50, average 141.97

### State Graded Feeder Heifers, Medium and Large 1
- 400-500 lbs 100.00-155.50, mostly 135.00-155.50, average 140.83
- 500-600 lbs 101.00-147.00, mostly 122.00-147.00, average 134.78
- 600-700 lbs 103.00-135.50, mostly 121.00-135.50, average 129.27
- 700-800 lbs 101.00-133.25, mostly 121.00-133.25, average 126.38

### Slaughter Cows
- Boning, 800-1200 lbs, 50.00-76.00, average 65.80
- Breakers, 1200-1600 lbs, 55.00-79.00, average 68.18

## December 17, 2015

### State Graded Feeder Steers, Medium and Large 1
- 400-500 lbs 150.00-185.00, mostly 170.00-185.00, average 170.21
- 500-600 lbs 111.00-181.75, mostly 156.00-181.75, average 164.53
- 600-700 lbs 121.00-165.00, mostly 149.00-165.00, average 151.55

### State Graded Feeder Heifers, Medium and Large 1
- 400-500 lbs 100.00-155.00, mostly 135.00-155.00, average 140.50
- 500-600 lbs 101.00-147.00, mostly 122.00-147.00, average 134.87
- 600-700 lbs 103.00-135.00, mostly 121.00-135.00, average 129.70
- 700-800 lbs 101.00-133.25, mostly 121.00-133.25, average 126.38

### Slaughter Cows
- Boning, 800-1200 lbs, 52.00-67.00, average 59.94
- Breakers, 1200-1600 lbs, 54.00-72.00, average 62.69

---

**VIRGINIA CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION**
Sponsored Graded Sales Schedule
Check our Website at www.vacattlemen.org for updates

**CONTACT LIVESTOCK MARKETS OR VCA STAFF FOR QUESTIONS**

**VCA 540-992-1009**
**BUTCH FOSTER 423-360-0434**
**TROY LAWSON 540-430-0042**

**JANUARY 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/6/16</td>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>FEEDERS</td>
<td>Virginia Cattle Company</td>
<td>540-662-4889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/6/16</td>
<td>7:30 PM</td>
<td>FEEDERS</td>
<td>Virginia Livestock LLC</td>
<td>540-662-7752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/8/16</td>
<td>7:00 PM</td>
<td>FEEDERS</td>
<td>Rockingham Livestock Market</td>
<td>540-490-9050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/12/16</td>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>FEEDERS</td>
<td>Virginia Cattlemen’s Association</td>
<td>540-992-1009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/13/16</td>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>FEEDERS</td>
<td>Virginia Cattle Company</td>
<td>540-662-4889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/14/16</td>
<td>7:30 PM</td>
<td>FEEDERS</td>
<td>Pulaski Livestock Market</td>
<td>540-674-5311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/16</td>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>FEEDERS</td>
<td>Virginia Cattle Company</td>
<td>540-662-4889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/26/16</td>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>FEEDERS</td>
<td>Virginia Cattlemen’s Association</td>
<td>540-992-1009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/27/16</td>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>FEEDERS</td>
<td>Virginia Cattle Company</td>
<td>540-662-4889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**POLICY & INDUSTRY ADVOCACY BOARD**

**REGION 1**
- Jason Carter: Chesterfield
- Butch Foster: Bristol
- Troy Lawson: Churchville

**REGION 2**
- Jay Calhoun: Callands

**REGION 3**
- John Goodwin: Orange

**REGION 4**
- Forrest Ashby: Staunton

**REGION 5**
- Rick Matthews: Browntown

**REGION 6**
- Steve Hopkins: Louisa

**REGION 7**
- Tom Nixon: Rapidan

**REGION 8**
- Andy Smith: Amherst

**REGION 9**
- Glenn Wheeler: Atkins

**REGION 10**
- Chuck Miller: Crockett

**REGION 11**
- Joe Meek: Dublin

**REGION 12**
- Bill McDonald: Blacksburg

**REGION 13**
- Steve Furrow: Rocky Mount

**REGION 14**
- Bill Tucker: Amherst

**REGION 15**
- J on Repair: Orange

**REGION 16**
- Jared Burner: Luray

**REGION 17**
- Allen Heishman: Edinburg

**REGION 18**
- J ohn Goodwin: Orange

**REGION 19**
- James Kean: Louisa

**REGION 20**
- Jay Calhoun: Callands

**REGION 21**
- Mike Henry: Chesterfield

**EDITOR**
- Jason Carter: jason.carter@vacattlemen.org

**PUBLICATION COORDINATOR**
- Jacqueline Davis: jdavis@vacattlemen.org
Is The Cash Fed Cattle Market Still Relevant?

The bottom line, says Stephen Koontz, professor of agricultural and resource economics at Colorado State University, is this: The cattle feeding sector will continue to use more formulas and other alternative marketing arrangements at the expense of the cash market. Here’s his question: Will the cattle business continue to move in a thoughtful process away from using the cash market as its price discovery tool, or will it be swept along by the process and have to scramble to find alternatives?

Koontz has been studying the thinning fed cattle market since 2012 to determine how thin is too thin for cash trade. His research is wrapping up, and you can find executive summaries on his website. Nationally, he says about 20% of the fed cattle are traded on the cash market, and that’s enough to maintain price discovery. However, there are some glaring regional differences. “There are some potential problems in the Southern Plains. That’s simply a very thin cash market.” In fact, almost no fed cattle in Texas trade on the cash market. That’s a problem, because the Texas market has historically been very strong in its ability to discover price. “If you do a little bit of cash trade there, you can have very good price discovery,” he says.

For Kansas, he estimates the cash market makes up 10% to 15% of the cattle trade, “but it depends on the week and the time of the year. The negotiated cash trade in Kansas is highly

Continued on Page 6.
variable. It can have a particular week at 1%, and two to three weeks prior, it can be 24%.
And even with the amount of cash trade in Kansas, it may be too thin even at its present level to contribute to the price discovery process, because the Kansas market doesn’t weigh as heavily in price discovery as Texas and Nebraska. Nebraska, which has the largest cash trade presently and leads the nation in price discovery, can also be variable, but at a much higher level.

Nebraska cash cattle trade can be 30% of the mix one week and 60% a few weeks later. While Nebraska has taken the lead in marketing cash cattle, Koontz says price discovery is still tenuous because of the absence of cash trade in Texas.

So, his take on what’s needed to have sufficient price discovery in the fed cattle market is this: “If we could get something along the lines of 4% to 6% cash trade back in Texas, it would do substantial price discovery. For Kansas, it probably takes something higher — 8% to 12% [consistently], something like that.”

Colorado and Iowa don’t figure in the national price discovery process very much. Colorado has historically had little cash trade. Iowa has a considerably higher percentage of cash trade, but doesn’t contribute a lot to price discovery because the volume is relatively low compared with other cattle feeding states, Koontz says.

“When you talk with cash traders, they will say pretty clearly they’re in it for the money; they do it because they like to do it; they do it because they’re good at it; they think they’re good at it.” But Koontz learned that’s often dependent on an individual person at an individual feedyard. When that person retires, the desire and ability to trade tough with the packers can leave, too. And interestingly, Koontz found that the packers would prefer to buy more cash cattle than they do.

“Every packer I talked to said flat out they’d like to buy more cash cattle. They think they’re good at it.” And that’s what makes a cash market, he says — the bid and ask, the hard work of trading tough, giving and taking to arrive at a negotiated price.

But cattle feeders have been through a wringer since drought and ethanol caused corn prices to shoot skyward, beginning in 2006 and 2007. Then, when corn prices moderated, feeder cattle prices took a rocket ride, providing a very narrow window where cattle feeders could notch some profits. That put a cost squeeze on cattle feeders, with predictable results. “They’ve really hammered costs and hammered this idea of supply chain management, and trying to chase cost out of the system. When corn goes to $6, $7 and $8 per bushel, how can you continue to feed cattle in that kind of world? Well, you really manage your costs.”

And formulas and other marketing arrangements are simply more efficient. Cash markets can be disorderly, costly and very risky. Koontz says a lot of cattle feeders tell him they simply can’t go through the week without knowing which cattle will move and when. Packers say the same. So while there’s a desire and even the need for the industry to sell cattle on the cash market, the strong economic push for the individual is to move away from the cash trade.

“So what are formulas worth? The bottom line is, I could get people to construct a number pretty close to $25-per-head benefit,” Koontz says. “If it’s worth $25 per head, you’re not going to stop doing it. I couldn’t get folks who were on formulas to say they were very interested in going back to cash.”

Forward contracts are similar, although feedyards that use that marketing method had a hard time attaching a dollar value — because that’s just how they do business. “If you can’t do business any other way, you’re not going to stop doing it,” he observes. Those who use cash market price information estimate it’s worth from $1 to $3 per head to them.

“So, formulas are worth $25 a head; cash is worth $1 to $3. How that balances on a scale is pretty clear. We’ll continue to use formulas and likely do more formula marketing.”

That doesn’t necessarily spell the demise of the cash market. However, Koontz says the beef business will be well-served to go forward thoughtfully as it molds its future. If the trend is toward fewer and fewer cattle traded on the cash market, the industry will need to identify where along the value chain it will do price discovery, and then develop the infrastructure and the process to accomplish that. Or alternatively, the industry will have to decide that it wants a viable cash market and then be willing to pony up to make that happen. Either way, the industry will have to do something, be proactive, to make sure that it has the markets and market access it wants, Koontz says.
JOIN THE MIX 30 DEALER PROGRAM TODAY AND UNLOCK YOUR PROFIT POTENTIAL!

Mix 30 is easy to feed, easy to purchase and easy to sell.

LEAVE THE HEAVY LIFTING TO US!

✓ Special discounts on storage tanks & lick wheel feeders
✓ Discounts on feed
✓ FREE business cards, brochures & pamphlets
✓ FREE promotional banners
✓ Support towards a startup meeting

visit us on-line: www.mix30.com or give us a call 800.575.7585

THE HIGH ENERGY LIQUID FEED.

FREE 23 TONS OF FEED - GIVEAWAY GOING ON NOW
We are giving away 23 TONS OF FREE FEED to one lucky dealer or ranch direct customer. Learn more by contacting a Mix 30 Representative today!
AMS Provides Further Clarity on Process Verified Program

By: Jacqui Fatka, Feedstuffs

Product labeling is a contract of trust between consumers and producers, according to Dr. Craig Morris, deputy administrator of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) Livestock, Poultry and Seed Program. “We recognize that there must be transparency and accountability before there can be public trust and understanding of product labels,” he said in a blog posting. Although AMS does not approve many product labels directly, it does provide a service where AMS auditors provide an objective, third-party verification on any food product that a company’s labeling claims are backed by plain language standards.

AMS announced improvements to strengthen the USDA Process Verified Program (PVP). For almost 20 years, AMS has administered the PVP to help agricultural suppliers differentiate their products in an increasingly competitive marketplace. The changes announced build on that strong tradition by providing the public with even greater transparency and confidence in the “USDA Process Verified” shield, the agency said. “As consumers demand additional information about food products, more and more companies are turning to USDA’s Process Verified Program (PVP) to effectively communicate about specific production practices and marketing claims,” said Morris. “The changes announced in December are part of our commitment to continuous improvement, ensuring consistency and providing consumers with even more information about exactly what PVP-audited marketing claims mean.”

First, in order to ensure consistency, increase efficiency, and protect the integrity of the PVP, AMS moved the program to a single management structure that works across commodity programs. In addition, the USDA PVP will now require any marketing claim or verified process point to be clearly defined, in plain language, on the USDA website. All products with the “USDA Process Verified” shield will also display the website address, so that consumers can easily find additional information about the actual meaning of any marketing claims or process points.

Both of these changes increase transparency and accountability by making it easier for consumers to understand the meaning of PVP-approved marketing claims. Consumers can be confident that labeling claims associated with the “USDA Process Verified” shield are subject to rigorous, on-site, third-party audits conducted by independent Federal employees. In turn, companies can assure customers that USDA has independently verified that their quality management systems meet the highest international standards. This allows companies to effectively communicate about specific production practices and marketing claims – from antibiotic use in animal agriculture to genetic modification of grains – that are important to consumers.

Little Windy Hill Farms
Doug & Sue Hughes
6916 Peppers Ferry Road
Max Meadows, Va 24360
H 276-637-3916
LWHF@Wiredog.com
Cell 276-620-4271

AMS Provides Further Clarity on Process Verified Program
We took the popular, fuel-efficient and affordable John Deere 6D ... and made it even better.

Introducing the new 6E.

This is everything an affordable utility tractor should be. Built for long-term reliability, simple to operate, a low cost to operate, and versatile enough to pull a baler, lift pallets, move a mountain of gravel, mow all day long, stack bales ... and more.

With all the options you want – 12F/12R or 24F/12R PowrReverser™ transmission, 105-, 120-, or 135-engine hp, open station or cab, 2WD or MFWD.

The PowerTech™ engine uses an integrated approach to Final Tier 4 compliance, giving the 6E power, torque, fluid efficiency and responsiveness rather than just emissions compliance alone.

Inside you’ll find one of the quietest cabs available in a utility tractor. The controls are all right where you need them. And there’s 15 degrees of bi-directional seat swivel for improved comfort and visibility.

See your dealer to take a look at the evolutionary 6E.
It’s the reliable utility tractor ... reborn.
Managing Feed Intake in Calves

By: Dr. Roy Burris, Beef Extension Professor, University of Kentucky
The most common problem that I see in feeding calves is simply feed bunk management. It sounds simple but it can be a real problem...one that can easily be solved by paying attention to details.

Let’s start with managing self-feeders. Just dump the feed in and the calves take care of the rest. Right? Wrong. First, we have to consider whether we want the calves on limited feed intake or “full-feed”. If limit feeding is the plan, we usually use roughage or, perhaps, salt to limit intake to the desired level. Adding roughage will dilute out the energy content so that calves aren’t likely to overeat and founder. Adding a limiter, like salt, will cut back on dry matter intake so that less feed is actually consumed so that founder or acidosis isn’t as likely to occur either.

Salt can be used as an intake limiter because cattle will generally consume about a tenth of a pound of salt per hundred pounds of body weight (BW) before they quit eating. Thus 500 lb calves will consume about 0.5 lb of salt before they stop eating. This means that whatever amount of feed that is desired for daily consumption should be mixed with a half pound of salt. For example; if you want a 500 lb calf to consume 1% of its bodyweight of a supplement, that would be 5 lb feed and 0.5 lb salt for 5.5 lb total (or a mixture of about 90% supplement and 10% salt).

When cattle are being full fed (generally on finishing diets), getting them on full feed and keeping them there is a real problem. Calves should be started on feed slowly and feed increased gradually so that founder doesn’t occur. Calves can generally eat about 1% of their bodyweight without problems but feed should be increased gradually from that point until they are consuming all that they want. I usually start at about 1% BW in an open trough and increase by a pound every day or two until the calves leave some feed, at that point you can switch them to a self-feeder. Or you could start on a self-feeder and use a feed intake limiter, like salt, then gradually decrease the level of the limiter until calves are on full-feed (or the desired level).

Bunk management is critical in self-feeders! You must be sure that the feed flows down in the feeder. Check it frequently for “bridging”. Here’s the part that most people miss – every time

Continued on Page 12.
Ingleside Dairy, Lexington, VA
Charlie Leech of Ingleside Dairy in Lexington, VA has been growing and feeding Masters Choice (hybrids include 6753, 6581 & 6153) for five years in order to maximize milk production from his 350 head herd (400 mature cows and 400 heifers). The benefits Charlie sees with Masters Choice are “increased digestibility, high starch availability and early feeding after harvest”. Masters Choice helps Ingleside Dairy avoid the typical fall milk production slump. Charlie plans to continue planting all of his silage needs in Masters Choice.

FEED FIRST
Avoid the Fall Slump in 2016

Grand Champion
Corn Silage Sample at 2016 World Dairy Expo!

King’s AgriSeeds Inc.
(717) 687-6224 www.KingsAgriSeeds.com Ronks, PA

Pre-Pay - Nov. 7%, Dec. 6% Jan. 5%, Feb. 4%

Feeding Pack is Back
Order three or more assorted Masters Choice ‘Feeding Type’ hybrids and a total of 10 or more units of qualifying products by November 30th and receive a $5/bag discount. With this program, our goal is to encourage agronomic diversity and continue the excitement associated with building a highly productive forage system based around superior seed genetics.
From Page 10
Feed Intake

you have a “blowing” rain, the feed in the trough portion of the feeder will get wet and should be removed. If not, mold will occur and the feed may “cake up” and cattle won’t eat it. It also won’t allow feed to flow downward. Pay close attention to self-feeders. Cattle that are on full-feed should not be without feed for very long or overeating will occur when feed becomes available.

Feeding silage in open troughs frequently gives mixed results with calves. People sometimes tell me that their calves won’t eat as much as we report in our feeding trials. That is probably due to poor feed bunk management with the silage diet. Calves will likely refuse to eat some of the coarse-cut stalks. This portion should be removed from the bunk without attempting to make the calves “clean it up”. Feed that stays in the bunk long enough to become moldy should also be removed. Feed that is rained on should be removed before it molds. Remember – in order to have the most efficient gains calves should have access to fresh, clean feed.

What about water? It’s the cheapest “feed” that we have! Yet its importance is frequently overlooked. Automatic waterers should be checked frequently. Calves generally get feed in the water which “sours” and they may even defecate in it. If you think that is a nasty job to clean it out think about how bad it would be to have to drink it. Water intake drives dry matter (feed) intake. So be sure that calves have an abundant source of clean, fresh water for best performance.

Feeding beef cattle is an art and a science. Be sure that you pay attention to the “art” of bunk management. The eye of the master fattens the cattle!

CATTLE RECORD KEEPING THAT WORKS!
It’s never been easier to record, track, and analyze your herd information right from the pasture, home, or office.

Instantly update key management data including:
Breeding • Medical • Weights
Calving • Purchases & Sales

For commercial and registered herds of all sizes

SIGN UP FOR YOUR FREE 21 DAY TEST DRIVE!

www.CattleMax.com
1-800-641-2343

CattlMax
cattle software
Injectable Minerals For Developing Bulls

By: Gilda V. Bryant

To stay healthy, calves require quality feed, water and timely vaccinations. However, new research indicates that young, growing bulls require the right mix of essential macro and trace minerals. With low mineral levels, puberty is often delayed and yearling bulls may not pass a breeding soundness exam (BSE) when they are sold or when breeding season begins. When nutrients are limited in cattle, reproductive development slows in favor of growth. Adequate amounts of vitamins, macro-minerals, trace minerals, protein, fat and carbohydrates are necessary for healthy growth and development of beef cattle. Zinc, copper and selenium are especially important for developing bulls. If they are lacking in these as youngsters, sexual development is undermined. Poor nutrition early in life greatly influences when he reaches puberty, as well as his reproductive potential. For example, the testicular cells that support and control sperm cell development finish multiplying by the time growing bulls are 25 weeks old. Although, those and other testicular cells may grow in size after weaning, the numbers of those cells are determined before weaning. Trace minerals are vital for each stage of reproductive development in young bulls. For instance, manganese is part of the enzyme system that creates cholesterol for testosterone production. Copper and zinc have also been shown to be important in testosterone production. Testosterone controls testicular development and function. Puberty may be delayed, along with slowly developing testicles, if the animal is deficient in copper, zinc and manganese. In addition, optimum mineral levels allow sperm cells to fully develop. Zinc and selenium arrange developing sperm cell tails into strong, twisted bundles. The middle sections of sperm cells are slightly thicker than the tails and control the tail’s movement. Copper, manganese, zinc and selenium are critical to tail activity and the sperm cell’s motility. Zinc also plays a role in processes that enable DNA to develop properly in the head of each sperm cell. If any of these steps are not successfully completed, fertilization of eggs is not likely to occur. Zinc is also important for stimulating

Continued on Page 15.

United Producers

A farmer-owned and operated cooperative that has been keeping promises and building relationships for nearly 80 years.

No matter where you are or how you want to buy or sell cattle, United Producers can help.

- Direct farm-to-farm and farm-to-packer movement of livestock
- Monthly Feeder Cattle Internet Auction
- Cattle For Sale listings on the United Producers website
- Coordinated Feeder Services that connect producers to feedlots
- Producer educational meetings
- Competitive financing programs and services
- Livestock, energy and input/feed risk management services

Get exactly the cattle you need when you need them.
Sell your cattle when you need to sell them.

Contact your United Producers cattle sales representative:

Duane Bishoff
(304) 288-7806 • dbishoff@uproducers.com

United Producers is a market leading provider of livestock marketing, credit and risk management services.

www.uproducers.com
the appetite. If a young bull has inadequate zinc levels, he consumes less feed, further restricting nutrients that are critical to reach full reproductive potential. In addition, zinc, copper and selenium are essential for immune function. Without a strong immune system, these animals become sick more often, spending precious energy to fight disease. There are several causes of mineral deficiencies. Some minerals, such as molybdenum, iron or sulfur may occur in soils, forages and water supply. In excessive amounts, these minerals become antagonists, binding or preventing absorption of essential trace minerals in the small intestine. By the end of the grazing season, or during drought, dry, mature forages have few nutrients available for beef cattle. There may be low levels of trace minerals in the feed or water and timid animals may not get a turn at the mineral feeder. Recently, Kansas State University researchers conducted a trial that suggests injectable trace mineral supplementation improves yearling bull development. In this study, 245 bull calves received injectable minerals at seven months and again at 10 months. They also received a total mixed ration containing trace minerals as recommended by the National Research Council (NRC). At 12 months of age, 89 percent of these animals passed the BSE. The control group of 246 similarly fed bulls that were not injected with mineral supplements, had 86 percent pass their BSE at 12 months of age. This research also suggests that sperm motility scores in the treated bulls were much better than non-treated animals. Having more bulls developed on time per 100 head returns an additional five to 15 dollars in revenue per dollar spent on injectable trace mineral supplementation. Those numbers may vary depending on the values of sale bulls, later maturing bulls sold as seed stock and cull bulls. Based on body weight, injectable trace minerals are safe to use in newborn calves, and again at branding and weaning. These minerals quickly enter the bloodstream to bypass antagonists in the rumen. Excess minerals are stored in the liver until needed, which is an extra bonus. Available with a veterinarian’s prescription, this product may be safely administered every 90 days. Injectable trace mineral supplementation given to bull calves that are vaccinated prior to weaning and 60 days before the BSE ensures they are not deficient in minerals during their sexual development. From a management standpoint, the producer doesn’t have to wonder if his animals received nutrients at the mineral feeder. He knows they are in good mineral status.
Sustainability and Genetic Selection’s Tremendous Untapped Potential

By: Bryan Weech, BEEF Magazine

At its core, sustainability is not a new issue for the beef industry. Beef Quality Assurance (BQA) and Integrated Resource Management (IRM) are approaches to management that leading producers have used for years. What is new, however, is that when we talk about sustainability, not only are BQA and IRM important considerations, but so are things like resource use efficiency; the effect of management decisions on the environment; resiliency to extreme weather such as drought; food waste; rangeland and pasture health; financial soundness; quality of life of farmers and ranchers as well as community vibrancy and the impact on society of producing a wholesome source of nutrition.

So, with that in mind, have you ever considered that one area where there is tremendous untapped potential to manage more sustainably is in genetic selection? And the tools to do so already exist. One of the key principles of sustainability is “doing more with less.” In a world of limited resources where energy costs, and production costs in general, have increased dramatically, the idea of doing more with less makes perfect business sense. And at its core, that’s all sustainability is. Sustainability is concerned about what is commonly called the “triple bottom line”—environmentally sound, financially viable and socially responsible beef production contributing to healthy people, planet, and profits.

But what does this have to do with genetic selection? Here’s an example: Research has shown a direct correlation between milking ability and metabolic cow size to energy requirements of a cow. Simply put, a bigger, heavier-milking cow requires more feed. The American Angus Association deserves credit for providing $EN EPD data that allows cattlemen to select bulls that produce daughters that require less resources. How often is $EN utilized as a genetic selection tool in today’s industry? When was the last time $EN was prominently displayed in a bull sale catalog or in AI sire marketing material? When the beef industry gets serious about efficiency, about producing more with less, genetic selection tools like $EN will become a major component of sire selection.

Another example of missed genetic selection opportunity is a lack of selection pressure for such things as retail yield, feed efficiency, mortality and morbidity. In fact, when the beef industry really wants to get serious about sustainability, it will develop a sustainability EPD, or more accurately a sustainability index, utilizing such things as $EN, weaning rate (after all, having a calf to sell is a key component of profitability, and profitability is a key component of sustainability), feed efficiency, mortality/morbidity, retail yield and perhaps a few additional genetic traits. A third example of how sustainability can be considered in genetic selection is in crossbreeding. A crossbred cow has 25% greater lifetime productivity over a straightbred cow. With the availability of modern composite breeding systems, there are fewer reasons for not incorporating greater lifetime productivity into a cowherd. Given the huge amount of resources (money) it takes to develop a heifer, maintain a cow, feed a steer, and process and merchandise a carcass into a retail-ready beef product, the industry needs to do all it can to increase the success of the production system while minimizing resources; i.e. continuously improve beef sustainability. Genetic tools have yet to be considered as a sustainability tool, yet the opportunity is tremendous.
There has not been much improvement in the value of byproducts (also known as drop credits) in recently and this continues to negatively impact packer bids and consequently cattle and hog values. Export demand accounts for a significant portion of high value by-product sales and exports have been hit hard by the surge in the value of the US dollar (see chart) as well as slow growth in number of markets. Some analysts also have pointed to things such as fashion changes which can impact demand for products such as leather. Prices for some key by-products rose sharply last year and likely forced end users to source alternatives. Now the industry is feeling the backlash from the shifts that were put in motion a year ago. The steer drop value at the end of November 2015 was reported at $10.90/cwt on a live basis, down $5.5/cwt (-34%) vs. the same time in 2014. This is the lowest steer by-product value since September 2010.

Out of this $10.9/cwt, leather accounts for around $4.95 (45% of the total). The steer hide in December 2014 was valued at around $108.5. USDA makes the assumption of a steer weight of around 1,375 pounds so the value of the hide on a live cwt basis in 2014 was $7.89/cwt. In late 2015, the value of the hide was quoted at just $68. On that same 1,375 pound steer the hide contributes about $4.95/cwt. So the drop in hide value alone was removed about $3/cwt over a year. Tallow value is down by more than 50% compared to 2014, in part reflecting weak exports but also the sharp decline in the value of soybean oil, the benchmark price for oils. Head meat prices are down 67% compared and tripe prices (also a key export item) are down 67%, as well. The charts also show not just the year/year comparison of by-product value but also how the value of the by-products compares with the overall value of live animals. In the case of steers, by-product values have declined at a faster pace than live steer prices, an indication to us that demand for these products has been losing ground.

See your local Virginia Kuhn Dealer for details!
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By Keith Carmichael

Adding Protein and Nitrogen

We have all been cautioned to be skeptical of the idea of getting ‘something for nothing’. “If it’s too good to be true, it probably is”. There are times when cattlemen can get something for nothing – one is when they use heterosis or cross-breeding to produce more pounds of beef, and the other is when they use legumes - clovers, alfalfa and also annual lespedeza to add protein and nitrogen to pasture to produce more pounds of beef. With today’s commercial N prices… it’s time to be thinking about next year’s grazing program and pasture fertility.

Most are quite familiar with using several types of clover and even alfalfa in the pasture, but one of the most overlooked legumes has been annual lespedeza – especially Lespedeza striata. The taller, more productive Legend lespedeza in this category is causing producers to take another look at this niche summer forage.

Legumes pay their own way

In addition to being an essential protein source in the pasture mix; legumes like clovers and annual lespedeza add diversity and produce their own nitrogen, which eventually becomes available to grasses as well. At today’s nitrogen prices, the cost of seed and establishment is easily offset by an increase in animal performance or the added nitrogen produced – one or the other is FREE – take your pick. Over-seeding pastures and hay fields with legumes is basic, common sense management, but which is best for your operation? The answer is probably... ‘All of the above’. No single legume can do it all. Soil fertility, pH, texture, and drainage all help determine which legume is best for a particular soil-type.

Annual Lespedeza

Annual Lespedeza, which is again in the spotlight, is amazingly tolerant to drought conditions and low pH soils. It is also one of the few legumes that do not cause bloat. Adding annual lespedeza with other legumes into cool-season grass pastures can mean extra forage and extra pounds as these grasses often leave a significant forage gap in summer months. Milk production, weaning-weights and reproductive efficiency are all closely tied to the animal nutrition during this period.

Renewed Interest in Lespedeza

The renewed interest in annual lespedeza has a lot to do with the continued success of Legend lespedeza, an annual-striate lespedeza that is nearing its 20th year of commercial production. Legend continues to dominate forage tests throughout the region. It has been grown effectively for both pasture and hay all over the lower Midwest and throughout the South, from northern Missouri and southeast Kansas to Georgia. A number of producers have also found the Legend lespedeza to work well with warm-season grasses, with adequate management, in both grazing and hay production in...
Don’t Just Buy a Bull…. Invest in a Program

Lease a Roseda Black Angus bull and become a partner in an innovative branded beef program. Roseda Farm will purchase your Roseda sired calves at competitive prices plus a premium based on your level of management and record keeping. Bulls start at $2500 with bull leases at $1500/season. For information contact:

Dean Bryant
Roseda Farm
410-472-2697
www.roseda.com
roseda@roseda.com
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areas in Mississippi, Alabama and Florida.

Compared to other types, the taller Legend exhibits a greater leaf to stem ratio. In some cases the advantage in dry-matter yield has proved to be 2 to 1. Producers who have grown a variety of lespedeza over the years characterize Legend as a “very leafy lespedeza that grows taller and reseeds itself very well”. In fact, one of the problems seed producers have is getting the Legend lespedeza plant that is “all leaves” to drop its leaves and dry down – even after a light frost.

Annual lespedeza should not to be confused with its perennial cousin – Sericea which is a serious weed problem in many areas.

Spring, Summer and Fall
When planting the newer, safer types of fescue, or other cool-season grasses, lespedeza is the one legume that can be recommended as a companion the first season because it does not compete aggressively with the new grass early in the spring.

The effects of endophyte toxicity in most fescue pastures during the summer are hard to measure, but well documented. This fungus affects all of animal performance – especially reproduction. Annual lespedeza in pastures can ‘dilute’ and significantly reduce its effect. With annual lespedeza, it’s all about ‘timing’!

Providing a ‘home-grown protein’ boost is good, but providing it WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST is even better. Long appreciated for its drought tolerance and summer growth, this non-bloating legume is again proving its worth in grazing systems and as a hay crop.

Fall stockpiling of fescue pasture is very important in many operations and the management required to stockpile this forage fits very well in allowing annual lespedeza to re-seed itself. For More information visit www.Legendlespedeza.com.

Mattie Crabtree, 3C Livestock LLC, Honaker VA, Showing off her picture she colored for the coloring contest!
By: Matthew J. Lohr [MLohr@FCVirginias.com]

For the past century, Farm Credit has been partnering with farmers to help them develop and implement their dreams. Cultivating relationships, providing business solutions, and thinking outside the box have all been a key part of our success over the years. As the agricultural industry continues to evolve and we begin focusing on our next 100 years, we remain just as committed to serving the next generation of producers.

Almost two years ago, Farm Credit of the Virginias began looking at ways to better reach and serve beginning, small, minority and veteran farmers. As the average age for farmers today approaches 60, we understand the importance of having a new and diverse group of farmers willing to enter this profession.

After many months of research, an exciting new program called FarmLaunch was created to be a resource to these farmers. With the words Invest, Mentor and Educate serving as its foundation, Farm Credit of the Virginias stands ready to partner in launching these creative new business ventures.

For many wanting to enter a farming enterprise, securing the proper credit has been a challenge. Underdeveloped credit scores, minimal collateral and limited business knowledge can stand as major barriers. FarmLaunch was created as a “second chance” when traditional financing wasn’t an option. Our loan officers shared numerous stories of those beginning farmers who had past work experience, strong character, community involvement and outstanding references willing to stand behind them. Unfortunately due to low credit scores or poor capacity, they had to be turned down for a loan. This program aims to take those farmers who fail to qualify under traditional underwriting and turn their dreams into a reality. It also gives special consideration for those individuals who have and are still serving in the armed forces.

Besides being eligible for non-real estate loans up to $50,000 with a five year payback, the program also comes with a loan officer mentor who is willing to invest time and efforts into their operation. This personal resource will be an invaluable asset to those needing some guidance along the way. The Knowledge Center, which serves as the educational hub within Farm Credit of the Virginias, stands ready to provide information and training to strengthen these business plans. The combination of financing, mentoring and educational opportunities makes for a unique program to launch the dreams of this next generation.

For additional information, interested applicants can check out the Knowledge Center website at was.farmcreditknowledgecenter.com. They can also call 800-919-FARM (3276) or stop by any of our branch offices and speak to a loan officer about the program details. Our Board of Directors has endorsed this new program and is excited to see how our association can assist new producers in building a successful future in farming. As we celebrate our 100th anniversary next summer, we eagerly seek innovative ideas to ensure that we will be around to serve for 100 more.
Crowd at Dogwood, Shelton and Locust Level bull sale

Vaughan Cattle Company, LLC
Local Dealer for Hay Wagons and Feeders

Hay and Silage Feeders
All Sizes, Portable and Stationary

Standard Round Feeder shown. Additional styles such as Rubber Tire Base, equine, and small livestock also available

Competitive Pricing
Call us for a Quote

Commercial Heifers also offered for sale
Vaughan Cattle Company, LLC
16530 Eggleston Road
Amelia Court House, VA 23002
(804) 338-2820 or (804) 543-2283
www.vaughancattleycompany.com

Spaulding Equipment is a full service farm equipment dealership in Southside Virginia that has been in business for over 50 years. We carry numerous product lines in order to match the right product to your needs. Whether you need a tractor, implement or stock trailer, we’ll be glad to help!

Hwy 368, PO Box 208 Clover, VA 24534
434.735.8161
434.735.8628[fax]
www.spauldingequipment.net
A new survey by the Center for Food Integrity (CFI) asked consumers to identify the party whom they hold most responsible for transparency — food companies, grocery stores or restaurants. The verdict: food companies. “This study clearly shows consumers hold food companies most responsible for demonstrating transparency in all six areas,” CFI CEO Charlie Arnot said of the online survey of 2,000 people that explored which attributes are most important in terms of trust-building transparency — policies, practices, performance or verification. The report, titled “A Clear View of Transparency and How It Builds Consumer Trust,” focused on these areas of importance to consumers:
- Impact of Food on Health
- Food Safety
- Impact on the Environment
- Human/Labor Rights
- Treatment of Animals Raised for Food
- Business Ethics in Food Production

“Even when it comes to on-farm animal care, an area one might assume people look to farmers to provide, consumers told us food companies are most responsible,” said Arnot. “This could lead to food companies requiring more information from their suppliers and reporting more information to consumers when it comes to the treatment of animals raised for food.”

CFI has explored the concept of increased transparency for three years and is developing a transparency index to give companies and organizations the tools needed to effectively demonstrate transparency. A beta test of the index recently was conducted by Campbell Soup Co., ConAgra, Hershey, Kroger, Smithfield Foods, Tyson Foods, DuPont, Monsanto and Phibro Animal Health. Companies received high marks for providing information about the impact of food on health, food safety, environment and business ethics via company websites. Areas of opportunity include companies’ performance in responding to consumer inquiries and providing information about how they have verified their practices.
A Dirt Road Diary / Resolve to be Safe

By: Steve Lucas

In 2013, Forbes Magazine published an article on the ten most hazardous occupations. Number nine on the list, behind loggers, miners, fishermen and electrical power installers was “Farmers, ranchers, and other agricultural managers.” Another report I found claimed that the majority of the injuries in the agricultural happen in with people involved in the livestock sector.

To those of us who live in the livestock world, this comes as no surprise. Everyone has a tale to tell of a near miss, or an injury with scars to prove it. Most folks know a family that has lost a loved one in a farming accident. More than a few of these mishaps can be attributed to something like getting in a hurry, using bad judgment, exceeding the designed capacity of a tool or machine, or misjudging the attitude or strength of a large animal.

As we begin the New Year, I encourage every farm and ranch operation to include a resolution to be safe this year. Every member of the family and business needs to be held accountable in thinking safety all day, every day.

To this end, I am presenting some observations from personal experience to keep in mind to help keep you and your family safe this year.

1. A human being, even one hold a sorting stick makes a poor gate.

2. When you rope on foot and tie to a tree or post, be sure to duck the rope, and get out of the way of the calf when he comes around.

3. Always use the tool that was designed for the job you are doing. A machete is a poor substitute for wire cutters.

4. Coffee can only take the place of sleep for a few days.

5. Don’t trust a handyman jack on soft ground.

6. A bull can push a round bale into you faster than you can get out of the way of the bale spear.

7. Feeding a bull horse treats to make him friendly is a bad idea.

8. Gripping a rusty nut with your teeth and turning the bolt with a wrench will result in a trip to the dentist, or self dentistry with a tooth rasp.

9. When milking a beef cow in the chute, thinking you can un-tie the leg to give access to the far back teat is a mistake.

10. Never assume you are smarter than a cow and know how she will react. If you are a cowboy, you are wrong on both points.

Please think Safe this year.

A Dirt Road Diary / Resolve to be Safe
**GRASS-FINISHED OR GRAIN-FINISHED BEEF?**

Both are nutritious, you choose.

There are nearly over one million beef farmers and ranchers throughout the United States. They often use the diverse local resources available to produce nutritious, safe and delicious beef. That means there are a variety of beef choices including grain-finished and grass-finished. No matter the choice, there is a delicious and nutritious beef option for you.

---

### All cattle spend the majority of their lives eating grass on pastures.

- Monounsaturated fat: The type of fat found in avocado and olive oil, make up about half of all fat found in beef.
- Not all grass-finished beef is organic; in order to be organic, the beef product must meet the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National Organic Program regulations. Including the requirement that the animal grazes exclusively on certified organic pastures.
- Grass-finished beef actually has a lower carbon footprint than grass-finished beef. Cattle fed grain produce less methane and reach market weight more quickly, thus using fewer natural resources.
- A grain-finished ration may include a variety of local feedstuffs, for example, other industries’ by-products like distillers grains and orange peels.

### NUTRIENTS

Per 100g of beef, approximately 350z

- **Protein**: A powerful nutrient that helps strengthen and sustain the body.
  - **Grain-Finished**: 22.2g
  - **Grass-Finished**: 21.8g

- **Zinc**: An important nutrient that helps maintain a healthy immune system.
  - **Grain-Finished**: 3.8mg
  - **Grass-Finished**: 3.7mg

- **Iron**: An essential nutrient that helps your body transport and use oxygen to power through the day.
  - **Grain-Finished**: 1.6mg
  - **Grass-Finished**: 1.8mg

### What does it mean?

- Choose from today’s variety of nutritious and delicious beef options based on your own personal preferences.
- Beef contributes 10% or less of saturated fat and total fat to the American diet.
- Lean beef — whether it’s grass-finished or grain-finished — can be part of a heart-healthy diet.
- All beef options are a natural source of more than 10 essential nutrients including protein, zinc and iron.

### References

Final Ethanol Volumes Could Raise Feed Costs

The final Renewal Fuel Standard (RFS) required volume obligations for 2014, 2015 and 2016 will be set at higher levels than proposed by the agency in May, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced November 30th, essentially requiring that more ethanol will be blended into the nation’s gasoline supplies, which could raise feed costs in the process. Refiners will be required to blend 18.11 billion gallons of renewable fuels in 2016 – a 4 percent increase from the EPA’s proposal of 17.4 billion gallons earlier in 2015. The National Chicken Council (NCC) blasted the announcement, claiming that the EPA has set the mandate retroactively, after twice increasing the initial proposed volume levels.

“By increasing the mandated volume of ethanol beyond the blend wall for 2016, and retroactively increasing the mandates for 2014 and 2015, more corn from feed and food will be diverted into fuel production, resulting in increased costs for poultry and livestock producers,” NCC President Mike Brown said in a news release. “It’s ironic that while U.S. ethanol is competitive in the global export market, the ethanol industry continues to rely on expanding the RFS mandates domestically.”

Established by Congress, the RFS requires the EPA to set annual volume requirements for four categories of biofuels. The final rule considered more than 670,000 public comments. EPA finalized 2014 and 2015 standards at levels that it said reflect the actual amount of domestic biofuel used in those years, and standards for 2016 (and 2017 for biodiesel) that represent significant growth over historical levels. Brown also noted that in setting the domestic mandates, EPA did not account for the amount of ethanol that is exported and the effect those exports have in diverting additional corn away from the domestic feed and food market. In 2014 nearly 850 million gallons of ethanol were exported, and through August 2015, exports are running about 5 percent higher. Combined, 2014 and 2015 ethanol exports are likely to divert the equivalent of an additional 600 million bushels of corn away from feed and food use – in addition to that which is mandated by the RFS, Brown said.

A Better Form of Nutrition

Profitability never tasted so SWEET.

SWEETLIX® gives you a wide variety of high quality, self-fed supplements with increased palatability and consistent consumption for reduced waste, improved performance and increased profitability. Choose the form that is right for your operation - pressed block, EnProAl® poured block, low moisture block or loose minerals.
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Simmental
Generating Value Through Genetic Progress

Happy New Year from Virginia Simmental Association!

Thank you to our members and customers for a successful 2015 and Best Wishes for 2016.

For more information on Simmental’s Genetic Progress, please visit www.simmental.org

Dana Campbell,
VSA Secretary / Treasurer
4nelsoncampbells@gmail.com
3764 Lowesville Road
Lowesville, VA 22967

434-277-9104 * www.virginiasimmental.com
When You’re Feeding A Pregnant Cow, You’re Feeding For Two

By: Heather Smith Thomas, for BEEF Magazine

Cows have different nutritional needs at different stages of gestation. A cow’s nutrient requirements in early gestation aren’t much different from her maintenance requirements, but her needs increase as the fetus inside her grows. And if a cow is lactating, she needs a much higher level of protein and energy than during pregnancy.

While protein requirements for all pregnant cows increase in the later stages of gestation, they’re highest for young cows. This can be managed by separating the first- and second-calf heifers from the main herd, and supplementing the younger females with protein, or a higher level of protein. Mature cows, which aren’t growing, can be roughed through winter and early spring (as they approach calving) much more easily than younger cows.

Whether to supplement pregnant cows with protein depends on the protein levels of winter forage, as well as the performance expected from those cows. David Bohnert, Oregon State University Extension beef specialist, advises using National Research Council guidelines to calculate protein requirements at various ages and stages of pregnancy, as well as lactation.

“More important is figuring out how we’re going to meet those requirements, and how close we can come to meeting our expected performance for those cattle. It may not be necessary to meet the cow’s exact protein needs, but we need to determine what we should provide in order to get an acceptable level of performance,” he says.

Ken Olson, South Dakota State University Extension beef specialist, stresses the need for protein supplementation, particularly for spring-calving herds using low-quality forage such as short winter pasture, crop residues or low quality hay. “The first limiting nutrient is protein, simply because the ruminant needs protein to digest forage. If the cow doesn’t have enough protein to create a proper environment for rumen microbes, she can’t digest the fiber in low-quality forage to extract the energy value in it,” Olson says.

He says the goal is to meet the requirements of the gut bugs, so they can digest the feed and meet the requirements of the cow. “We feed the rumen bugs to grow more rumen bugs. After they digest the fiber and pass on into the small intestine, these microbes also become supplemental protein for the cow. It’s a very efficient system,” Olson says. This not only meets the cow’s needs, but also helps her maintain body condition during pregnancy and post-calving. “We need her to be in good body condition in the spring so she can lactate, start cycling again and get pregnant at the beginning of the next breeding season,” Olson says.

Supplemental protein also sets up that cow to provide better colostrum, and more and better-quality milk, to help the newborn calf get off to a good start, he says. “We know if we feed the cow well, we reduce calving difficulty. The cow is healthier and stronger, and we have fewer weak calves at birth,” he says.

There are also positive effects on the growing fetus. “We’re finding that how we feed the pregnant cow affects development and the genetic potential of her fetus, changing how it performs after it is born — and apparently for the rest of that calf’s life,” Olson says. Research data indicate proper nutrition of the fetus enhances the feedlot performance of the eventual calf, with boosts shown in improved immunity and even improved carcass composition, Olson points out. What’s needed is more data on how best to manage fetal programming for the best possible outcomes, he adds.

While there’s much to learn regarding the effects of various levels of nutrient restriction, Olson says it does appear to matter. “At some levels, we get one outcome; at other levels, we see something different. The stage of gestation at which the
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Our next Charolais Sale will be at the Virginia Beef Expo on April 15, 2016.

Here is a list of our high selling lots from the November 17, 2015 sale at VT.

$10,700 cow/calf split from Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA.
$5,900 cow by EC No Doubt to Ryle & Shelly Reaves, Greenville, TN.
$4,700 bull calf by LT Ledger 0392P to Mark Byrd, Bakerville, NC.
$6,900 bull by WC Big Ben 9098 from Virginia Tech to Bob Woodard, Goffsboro, OH.
$5,800 cow/calf split from Virginia Tech, $3,600 cow by IC Grid Maker 104PET to Lone Oak Farms, Bedford, VA.
$2,900 heifer calf by Bamboo/VPI Paradigm to Spring Lake Livestock, Abingdon, VA.
$3,000 open heifer by LHD Mr Perfect from Jason Blockwelder, Wadesboro, NC to Ryle & Shelly Reaves.

Here is to hoping that each of you had a wonderful Christmas and New Year’s season. Please keep issues in your heart all your long.

The Virginia Charolais Association 2015 show was now due and payable to our Treasurer, Walt Winkler refer to our page for Walt’s contact info!

Mountains Endowments

William (Bill) Thompson
1295 Park Ave
Clifton Forge, VA 24422
CELL 540-958-1987
FAX 540-958-7598
FOR SALE

Several Proven Charolais bulls

River Craft Charolais
Breeding Pulled - Registered Performance Charolais
William and Agnes Anderson
P.O. Box 301
Altavista, VA 24517
434-369-5365

Charolais bulls for most discriminating buyer

Colonial Farms
124 Kindig Road
Waynesboro, VA 22986
Walt Winkler

Cross Mountain Cattle Co.
Robert Farmer
830 Country Club Rd
Catlett, VA 20192
540-270-3886

CREWS FARMS
Registered Charolais

Billy Crews, Barry Crews
Billy C. Crews, Brent Crews

784 Payneton Rd.
Chatham, VA

434-656-2361
Feeding For 2

When Pounds Matter
You need Quality Hay and Grazing Like This

Now is the time to improve your Forage Program! Legend Lespedeza is tried and tested for over 15 years and proven to provide:

- Higher Leaf to Stem Ratio
- Superior Yields
- Tremendous Reseeding
- Drought Tolerant

Legends Lespedeza

800-753-6511
www.LegendLespedeza.com

restriction occurs appears to have tremendous importance.” Various organs, such as the heart and lungs, immune system and various body tissues, are formed at different points in fetal development. Olson says mid-gestation seems to be important for muscle-fiber development, while proper nutrition during other stages of gestation is important for development of fat cells. How the cow is fed may even affect yield and marbling in the ultimate carcass of her calf.

Ruminants have a remarkable ability to manage under less-than-perfect feed conditions, Olson points out. Cows can lose weight in winter (early to mid-gestation), regain weight with green grass in the spring and give birth to healthy calves. “Beef cattle can utilize low-quality forages and deal with nutrient shortages. But just because they can do it doesn’t mean it’s the most productive way to raise beef animals,” Olson says. What’s needed is the optimum type of management to tweak cows’ abilities to the best benefit. For instance, University of Nebraska research by Rick Funston, a beef reproductive specialist, shows that nutrient restriction of the dam in winter can have negative effects on the fetus if it’s a heifer calf. Age of puberty and fertility seem to be most compromised. The bottom line, Olson says, is there’s much to be learned, and those results could change the way beef cows are fed in winter. “We need to find the best ways to supplement cows so they can continue to graze low-quality forages and not compromise their unborn calves,” Olson says.

That may entail being more strategic in the timing of supplementation, and how much supplement is fed. “In the past, if cows were in good body condition in the fall, we felt we could under-supplement them in the winter, knowing they can utilize their excess body reserves. This may get her through the winter and she may still be fertile the next breeding season, but we don’t know what it means for the fetus. We must reconsider and figure out strategic supplementation that still minimizes the cost of doing it, but overcomes any negative issues in fetal programming,” Olson explains.

Some cattle are more efficient than others because of selection over the years. Such cattle are well-adapted to a harsh range environment. Meanwhile, other cows placed in that same environment might fall apart and lose weight; they might raise a poor calf and fail to breed back.

“The question of ‘How much protein do I need for my cows?’ is not easily answered. The answer for one herd might not be the same for another,” Bohnert says. He suggests each producer set performance goals for their cows and then determine whether they’re receiving what they need to achieve those goals. The goals may differ, depending on whether cattle are in short pastures or running on more than adequate pastures for the winter. Sometimes you can innovate, realizing there’s an option you haven’t considered. “Folks thinking outside the box, looking for ways to tweak their own system to make it better, are those who can make it work,” he says. A person might be able to use part of an idea that might work, even if it’s not a typical way to do it.

Learning more about the cow’s protein needs, and how supplementation fits into the whole picture of the way her calf will develop and perform, can help in formulating future management plans, Olson says. Bohnert says flexibility is also important in a supplementation strategy that works with the available resources. “This goes beyond traditional thinking that a cow needs X amount of protein or 5 pounds of alfalfa per day. We try to find supplemental strategies for protein and energy that save money while maintaining acceptable performance,” he explains.

See Graph on Page 31.
Virginia Hereford Association

Thank You!

Thank you to all of the buyers and bidders who participated in this year’s Fall Bonanza Sale!

Sale Results:
66 Female Lots averaged: $2865
4 Bull Lots averaged: $3200
4 Embryos averaged: $400

And Thank You to all the Exhibitors for a great 2015 MID- ATLANTIC FALL ROUND UP SHOW!

We look forward to seeing everyone next year!
What do you mean you don’t have enough hay!!!!

**STRETCH** hay supplies with these **KENT** products

- **Mid-Atlantic Hay Extender Cube**
- **EnergiLass tubs**
- **Co-Product Balancer** (to reduce sulfur toxicity due to feeding gluten)

Details call 336-575-5462 or 717-606-7622

[www.kentfeeds.com](http://www.kentfeeds.com)
Join producers and industry experts at these supper meetings to hear discussion of the impending Veterinary Feed Directive rule & a presentation about utilizing Genomic Testing in the commercial herd.

January 18th – Barboursville Fire Hall in Barboursville
  featuring Dr. Kathy Simmons, DVM with NCBA & Rod Schoenbine with Zoetis

January 19th – Blue Ridge Community College near Weyers Cave
  featuring Dr. Bruce Bowman, DVM with VDACS & Rod Schoenbine with Zoetis

January 20th – Old Dominion Ag Center near Chatham
  featuring Dr. Pete Fulper, DVM of Southside Large Animal Clinic & Rod Schoenbine with Zoetis

January 21st – Washington County Fairgrounds in Abingdon
  featuring Dr. John Currin, DVM with VA-MD Regional Vet School & Rod Schoenbine with Zoetis

These meetings are free for all to attend and begin at 4:30 PM. You are requested to RSVP your attendance for the meeting of your choice to the cooperating local Extension office as follows:
  January 18 – Orange County Extension at (540) 672-1361 or hoppy@vt.edu
  January 19 – Augusta County Extension at (540) 245-5750 or benner89@vt.edu
  January 20 – Pittsylvania County Extension at (434) 432-7770 or jnstowe@vt.edu
  January 21 – Washington County Extension at (276) 676-6309 or pblevins@vt.edu
FLOWING SPRING
GELBVIEH
6235 LEE HWY.
ATKINS, VA 24311
CHARLES E. ATKINS
OWNER
276-783-6100

WYNDERMERE FARM L.L.C.
2157 BLACK LICK
RURAL RETREAT, VA 24368
JUDITH A. SWEETEN
REGISTERED NO. 48890
HOME 276-228-6347
CELL 401-714-6812

SOUTHFORK FARMS
GELBVIEH & BALANCER CATTLE
Nathan and Sue Ellen Haver
969 Little River Rd
Goshen, VA 24439
540-997-5376 540-997-5358 FAX
866-580-5335 (toll free)
EMAIL nate@southforkfarms.com

TREBLE W RANCH
Registered Gelbvieh Cattle
17462 Fenton Drive
Abingdon, VA 24210
Dr. Daryl Wilson / Tyler Wilson
276-676-2242
Joe & Gwen Wilson
276-628-4163
treblewranch@aol.com

HANDFULA
GELBVIEH
Black, Polled, Purebred & Balancer Gelbvieh Cattle
Stephen, Vivian, Megan & Callin Fanning
7278 East Blue Grass Trail
Bland, VA 24315
276-722-2034
276-620-0054

LAST CALL GELBVIEH
Tom Lavelle, DVM
2984 Peppers Ferry Rd.
Wytheville, VA 24382
OFFICE 276-223-4488
HOME 276-223-0104

LITTLE WINDY HILL FARMS
Doug & Sue Hughes
6916 Peppers Ferry Road
Max Meadows, VA 24360
HOME 276-637-3916
OFFICE 276-637-4271

TRIPLE D
Registered Gelbvieh
Red and Black Polled Bulls
13052 Ivor Rd., Sedley, Va 23878
Willie Diggs 770-591-3454
Alan Diggs 757-653-0174
Milton Diggs (H) 757-859-6118
Milton Diggs (C) 757-328-8459
EMAIL tridlaser@yahoo.com
www.wd-trid.com

REGISTERED POLLED GELBVIEH
C.H. Morris & Sons
928 Morris Road
Appomattox, Va 24522
Roger L. Morris
434-574-6592
434-315-4294

MONEY MAING MATHEMATICS:

\[
2 + 2 = 5
\]

Add as much as $1,000 over the life of a crossbred cow with planned crossbreeding.

GELBVIEH BREEDERS OF VIRGINIA, INC.
2157 Black Lick Road
Rural Retreat, Va 24368

President: Nathan Haver 540-997-5376
Vice President: Tom Lavelle 276-223-4488
Secretary: Joe Wilson 276-628-4163
Treasurer: Judith Sweeten 276-228-6347
Morgan Croft,VDACS Livestock Marketing Specialist, seeks new Virginia cattle buyers down a muddy road in Kansas. Morgan was joined by his colleague Willie Morris on this trip and they took this unexpected development in good humor and in stride. VCA certainly appreciates the work these guys do in our support and promoting Virginia feeder cattle.

Operators of unmanned aerial vehicles or unmanned aircraft systems – also called “drones” – can begin registering their aircrafts Dec. 21, the Federal Aviation Administration said recently. Registration is mandatory for owners of small UAVs weighing more than 0.55 pounds and less than 55 pounds including payloads such as on-board cameras. A special web system has been designed for the registration process, though paper registration also is available.

FAA says by law, any owner of a small UAV who has previously operated an unmanned aircraft exclusively as a model aircraft prior to Dec. 21, 2015, must register no later than Feb. 19, 2016. Owners of any other UAV purchased for use as a model aircraft after Dec. 21, 2015, must register before the first flight outdoors. Registrants will need to provide their name, home address and e-mail address. Upon completion of the registration process, the web application will generate a Certificate of Aircraft Registration/Proof of Ownership that will include a unique identification number for the UAS owner, which must be marked on the aircraft.

Owners using the model aircraft for hobby or recreation will only have to register once and may use the same identification number for all of their model UAS. The registration is valid for three years. The normal registration fee is $5, but in an effort to encourage as many people as possible to register

Continued on Page 35.
Economically priced and more feed value for your money.

PERFORMANCE FEEDS
YOUR PROFITABLE FEED SOLUTION

*16% Performance Extra
*Soyhull Pellets
*Corn Gluten Feed

*14% Performance Plus
*13% Feeder Blend
*Bull Developer

Homyin, Cottonseed Hulls, DDG's and other feed ingredients

Find the Dealer nearest you:

S.G. Spangler Farm Supply
P.O. Box 310 Scottsville, VA 24590 434-286-3200

A.W. Tomin
826 Possum Island Rd. Madison Heights, VA 24572 434-213-5572

Coleman Farm Supply 152 Main Street Appomattox, VA 24510 434-352-7208

West End Feeds 2065 W. Lee Hwy Wytheville, VA 24382 276-620-1821

Donald Price 1058 Turkey Island Rd. Crew, VA 24330 434-294-1772

Angell’s Feed & Supply 13622 Airport Rd. Nimitz, WV 25978 304-466-4327

G & E Feed George Winn Gretna, VA 434-489-4458

Dodd’s Farm Supply 1103 Lynchburg Avenue Brookneal, VA 24528 434-665-7591

Frank Walton 222 Smokey Haven Rd. Amherst, VA 24511 434-944-1830

R.G. Cattle, Co. Floyd, VA 24091 540-651-8626

Amelia Equipment Service, L.P. 18085 Genito Rd. Amelia, VA 23002 804-561-5885

Carroll County Coop. Inc. 201 Meadow Street Galax, Virginia 276-236-2181

Call toll free 888/777-5912

Family owned and operated
Mark Pendleton Jason Pendleton

Non bagged bulk feed available for delivery
• MUST order a min. of 3 tons • Call for pricing and scheduling

50 Years of Profitable Stocker Cattle Operation
Visit www.performancefeedco.com
Beef Buzz

Plans to Launch Local Beef Resource

By: Valerie Van Dyke

“What are the true differences in local and conventional beef?”

“What do production labels (Organic, natural, antibiotic free, etc.) really mean?”

“If a labelling claim is not defined by the USDA, what questions can I ask the producer to discover their definition of the claim and ensure the claim meets my personal preferences?”

“I want to buy a side of beef, but don’t know how much/what cuts that really gets me.”

“What are the best practices for buying, freezing, and thawing local beef?”

“What recipes can I cook with these cuts I never heard of?”

“Where can I find local beef near me?”

For many years now, we have fielded calls at the Beef Council relating to a growing interest in the varied production practices of our industry. The Checkoff has grown from a resource about how to cook and prepare beef (Beef It’s What’s for Dinner recipes) to also be a resource for how to select the right label and production practice for individual family preferences (Grass vs. Grain, What’s in a Label?). Now, we plan to expand our repertoire by adding another consumer-educational resource to our Virginia Beef Council website: a new landing page on our site dedicated to questions surrounding the choice to purchase local beef.

Perhaps the most exciting aspect of this new landing page will be the educational portion of the directory. We will be building out a variety of sub-pages to educate consumers about the plethora of options they have when it comes to choosing beef for their families, from conventional large-chain grocery store, to local pasture-to-plate freezer beef. In an animated, interactive format, we will have pages to answer many questions, including the ones listed above. These pages will include many of our popular Checkoff resources, including our Beef Choices infographic. By seeking out this additional education through our site, consumers will realize that regardless of their final decision, all their beef choices are safe, nutritious, and delicious.

In addition to the educational, Frequently Asked Questions section of the page, an all-inclusive local beef directory is set to launch with it for May Beef Month. We are accepting entries for the directory on our website: http://vabeef.org/localbeefdirectorysubmissions.aspx. In addition to contact information and website links, applicants are requested to check which labelling claims they meet according to USDA-defined guidelines. Extraneous marketing claims will not be featured in the directory, but will be accessible to consumers who choose to visit the individual sites of local beef sources.

We hope that this new resource will keep the Beef Checkoff as the trusted source for beef information by providing scientifically accurate information for their families, and satisfying consumers growing questions about their beef options. If you have any questions about this resource, set to launch in May 2016, please contact Valerie Van Dyke, Director of Consumer Information, 540-992-1992, vlvandyke@vabeef.org.

Please review chart on VVIC page. Page 24.
The market in the fall and winter of 2015 has been, without a doubt, a heart-burning, hair-pulling, vexing event. Fed cattle prices dropped 20%, with feeder prices and to an extent, calf prices in tow. As we look toward 2016 and whether or not herd rebuilding will continue, the question on many minds is this: will we see a repeat of the 2015 market volatility that took even the most bearish by surprise? Probably not, says Jim Robb with the Livestock Marketing Information Center in Denver, Colo., at least for calf and feeder cattle prices. “We’re not looking for this (market) to repeat unless we have a shock,” he says. But he is looking for the 2016 cattle market to be cyclically lower than 2015. “We’re looking at calf prices next year, the fall of 2016, that could be flat with this fall or could be down $10 per cwt,” he says. From a historical perspective, that’s not a bad place to be. Even with the market volatility and gyrations that perplexed the cattle complex in the fall and winter of 2015. “The fourth quarter of this year will be the second-highest market for fed cattle, calves and yearlings in history,” Robb says. The cyclical high in cattle prices occurred in the fourth quarter of 2014. So, even though we’ll look back at 2015 as a good market historically, the cattle cycle is turning, Robb says, and prices will trend cyclically lower. “The outlook is we’re in cyclically lower prices, probably at least through 2018, 2019.”

Will that stir up some headwinds to herd rebuilding? That depends, Robb says, on several other factors at work in the cattle market. The first is the fact that, from this point forward, any rebuilding will come from heifer retention. Cow culling rates have returned to historic norms, meaning cow-calf producers aren’t keeping older cows for one more turn. And with the market volatility and uncertainty in the fourth quarter of 2015, some cow-calf producers have hit the pause button on their rebuilding ideas. That’s reflected in a significant pull-back in bred heifer prices in November and December. Then there’s the increased cost to play the game. Looking at the cost side of the ledger, Robb says it takes about $900 to keep a cow year ‘round, an estimate that has increased significantly in the past two years.

“The past two years, what’s gone up in our estimates? It’s pasture rent.” And Robb says to plan on a continuing upsurge in the years ahead. “Part of the game for survival is how I get more value out of my existing resources, because pasture rent has been the surging cost component we’ve had to deal with and will continue to deal with,” he says.

Nonetheless, he thinks heifer retention will continue to be part of the economic mix. “So as we look ahead, what do we think happens to the herd? We’re on a pretty aggressive expansion in this industry this year and next year. But then it’s probably going to slow down because of economic realities.” And that means the overall cattle inventory will remain historically small. “We’re not going to get back to the cattle numbers of several years ago. We don’t need to worry about that,” Robb says.

Continued on Page 38
Virginia Tech Beef Cattle Health Conference
Saturday January 30, 2016    8:00 am - 2:30 pm
Sponsored by the

With Special Guest Dr. Tom Noffsinger:
Tom Noffsinger, Benkelman, NE, is a consulting feedyard veterinarian best known for his passion and enthusiasm for working with feedyards and ranches on low-stress cattle handling. More and more feedyards and ranches are incorporating this philosophy and production practice into their daily operations, to the benefit of both the cattle and the cowboys.

From Page 37
2016 Outlook

that. But we’re certainly in a growth phase.” Robb’s outlook calls for cyclically eroding prices going forward. “No more collapses unless something hits us like a 2 x 4, which can happen,” he says. “Expect more normalcy. We’re probably going to see more seasonality in prices than we’ve seen in the last five years.” But that doesn’t mean there’s any time to relax. Even though Robb sees some relief in the market volatility that cattle producers endured in the fourth quarter of 2015, he says the next few years will still require an inventory of pencil lead and erasers. And maybe a pencil sharpener close at hand. “The biggest potential troughs and price volatility the next couple of years are probably in the heavyweight yearling category. I’m getting a downtrending market and I’ve got to have a really sharp pencil to make that work. Most of you who ran summer stockers, if you look at your estimated costs, you lost money. That’s not going to change. The stocker component is the one that ran head-long into the fourth quarter and is really struggling, because feedlots can’t afford to buy them.” That means, he says, that cow-calf producers have to price their calves responsibly and be ready to move when the opportunity comes. “If you have reputation calves, you’re going to get bids from feedlots and you’d better know what you want to ask, because in three or four weeks, that bid could very well be gone, not to be seen again until the next cattle cycle.” Cattle feeders who will weather the market downturn and stay in business will intensively manage costs. Part of that will be to find and tie up reputation calves early in the production cycle, even back to the calving pasture. “So what does that mean? It means I’ve probably got to get back to the basics of understanding how my calves perform,” Robb says. Because the calves that work for the downstream segments of the beef chain will command the best of the money that’s available. The high-risk, unweaned, genetically uncertain calves may get a bid, but it will reflect the risk that those type of calves present to a cattle feeder.

The unraveling, irrational market of the fourth quarter of 2015 will end, Robb says. But cattle markets have experienced similar downdrafts in the past and will likely experience them again. While they can be difficult and challenging, they don’t have to be catastrophic, Robb says. “If your business plan thinks about them in advance, you’ll come out the other side.”

Virginia Tech Beef Cattle Health Conference
Saturday January 30, 2016    8:00 am - 2:30 pm
Sponsored by the

And  Virginia Cooperative Extension

With Special Guest Dr. Tom Noffsinger:
Tom Noffsinger, Benkelman, NE, is a consulting feedyard veterinarian best known for his passion and enthusiasm for working with feedyards and ranches on low-stress cattle handling. More and more feedyards and ranches are incorporating this philosophy and production practice into their daily operations, to the benefit of both the cattle and the cowboys.

8:00 - 8:30  Registration
8:30 - 9:30  Dr. Tom Noffsinger - Low Stress Cattle Handling: Improving Cattle Husbandry
9:30 - 10:00 Dr. Tom Noffsinger - Preparing Virginia Calves for the Feedlot
10:00 - 10:15 Morning Coffee Break
10:15 - 11:00 Dr. Sherrie Clark - Cattle Temperament: Effects on Health and Reproduction
11:00 - 11:30 Dr. Sierra Guynn - Your Sick Cow: Phone Consultation and Early Treatment Enhance Success
11:30 - 12:00 Jeannie Dudding - A Plan to Make Your Feeder Calves Healthier...And Get Paid For It
12:10        Travel to Alphin-Stuart Arena
Lunch
1:00         Low Stress Cattle Handling Demonstration
             By Dr. Tom Noffsinger: Production Animal Consultation / www.pacdvms.com
             -Sponsored by Merial Animal Health

This course is being held at the Litton-Reaves Auditorium on the campus of Virginia Tech. The registration will be in the Litton-Reaves foyer.

For more program information contact: Ralph Roop 540-231-9041, reroop@vt.edu
#1 Weaning bull in the Angus Supplement Report | Dominant growth performance with double-digit CED

His dam posts 4 @ 106 WW and 4 @ 107 YW | Strong, sound, big-bodied, docile — here are genetics to make your beef business better!

**AAA EPDs as of 12/11/15**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Metemal</th>
<th>Carcass</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CED</td>
<td>BW</td>
<td>WW</td>
<td>YW</td>
<td>RADG</td>
<td>YH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPD</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Rank</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Knoll Crest Farm Inc., VA

**Conception. Calving Ease. Carcass. Cows.**

Select Sire Power, Inc.
2623 Carolina Springs Road • Rocky Mount, VA 24151
Phone: 800.423.7473 • Fax: 540.483.7286 • office@selectsirepower.com
Benchmarking and Financial Management for the Progressive-Minded Dairyman

Don’t miss this opportunity!
March 30, 2016
9:30-2:30
Rocky Mount, Va. | Franklin Center
or
March 31, 2016
9:30-2:30
Dayton, Va. | Dayton United Methodist Church

To participate, please contact:
Patti Craun
540.434.5385 ext. 5223 or 800.919.FARM
or
Gary Monroe
540.810.6777 or 800.559.1016, option 3

Advanced Preparation Required
Call to receive your Dairy Management Packet, which will need to be submitted by March 7.

At the Dairy Management Institute,
you will find out how your operation compares to other dairy herds across the state and surrounding areas, and get a glimpse of the financial health of Virginia’s dairy industry with data you provide based on your operation.

All information is kept CONFIDENTIAL.